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Abstract Robot teams are increasingly being deployed

in environments, such as manufacturing facilities and

warehouses, to save cost and improve productivity. To ef-

ficiently coordinate multi-robot teams, fast, high-quality

scheduling algorithms are essential to satisfy the tem-

poral and spatial constraints imposed by dynamic task

specification and part and robot availability. Traditional

solutions include exact methods, which are intractable

for large-scale problems, or application-specific heuris-

tics, which require expert domain knowledge to develop.

In this paper, we propose a novel heterogeneous graph

attention network model, called ScheduleNet, to learn

scheduling policies that overcome the limitations of

conventional approaches. By introducing robot- and

proximity-specific nodes into the simple temporal net-

work encoding temporal constraints, we obtain a hetero-
geneous graph structure that is nonparametric in the

number of tasks, robots and task resources or locations.

We show that our model is end-to-end trainable via

imitation learning on small-scale problems, and general-

izes to large, unseen problems. Empirically, our method

outperforms the existing state-of-the-art methods in a

variety of testing scenarios involving both homogeneous

and heterogeneous robot teams.
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1 Introduction

Given the recent developments in robotic technologies

and the increasing availability of collaborative robots
(cobots), multi-robot systems are increasingly being

adopted in various manufacturing and industrial envi-

ronments (Yan et al., 2013). Research in related areas

(e.g., multi-robot communication, team formation and

control, path planning, task scheduling and routing) has

also received significant attention (Flushing et al., 2017).

In this paper, we focus on the problem of multi-robot

task allocation and scheduling (Nunes et al., 2017) with

both temporal and spatial constraints, which captures

the key challenges of final assembly manufacturing with

robot teams. To achieve an optimal schedule for a user-

specified objective, the robots must be allocated with

the proper number of tasks and process these tasks with

optimal order, while satisfying temporal constraints such

as task deadlines and wait constraints. The addition of

spatial constraints (i.e., a specific work area can only

be occupied by one robot at a time and robots must

maintain a minimum distance from other agents while

performing a task) makes scheduling difficult because

one must reason through inter-coupled, disjunctive se-
quencing constraints that impact shared resource uti-

lization.

Traditionally, the scheduling problem is formulated

as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP), which can be

approached with either exact methods or hand-crafted

heuristics. However multi-robot scheduling with both

temporal and spatial constraints is generally NP-hard

(Solomon, 1986). Exact methods fail to scale to large-

scale problems, which is exacerbated by the need for

near real-time solutions to prevent factory slow-downs.

Moreover, efficient approximation algorithms are hard to

design. They not only require domain specific knowledge
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Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed ScheduleNet, which

operates on the heterogeneous graph constructed by

augmenting the STN of the problem, and predicts Q-

values for scheduling. Courtesy: KUKA Robotics

with respect to each problem configuration that usually

takes years to gain, but they also require accurate feature

engineering to encode such knowledge, which leaves

much to be desired (Raghavan et al., 2006).

In recent years, deep neural networks have brought

about breakthroughs in many domains, including image
classification, nature language understanding and drug

discovery, as they can discover intricate structures in

high-dimensional data without hand-crafted feature en-

gineering (LeCun et al., 2015). Promising progress has

also been made towards learning heuristics for combina-

torial optimization problems by utilizing graph neural
networks to learn meaningful representations of the prob-

lem to guide the solution construction process (Zhou

et al., 2018). Yet this research focuses on significantly

easier problems with a simpler graphical structure, e.g.

the traveling salesman problem (TSP).

We propose a novel heterogeneous graph attention

network model, called ScheduleNet, to learn heuristics

for solving the multi-robot task allocation and schedul-

ing problems with upper- and lowerbound temporal and

spatial constraints. Figure 1 shows the overall framework

of our proposed method. We extend the simple tempo-

ral network (STN) (Dechter et al., 1991) that encodes

the temporal constraints into a heterogeneous graph

by adding nodes denoting various components, such

as workers (human or robot) and physical locations

or other shared resources. By doing so, ScheduleNet

directly operates on the heterogeneous graph in a fully-

convolutional manner and can estimate the Q-function

of state-action pairs to be used for schedule genera-

tion. We show that ScheduleNet is end-to-end trainable

via imitation learning on small-scale problems and gen-

eralizes to large, unseen problems with an affordable

increase in computation cost. This flexibility allows us

to set a new state of the art for multi-robot coordination

and in autonomously learning domain-specific heuristics

for robotic applications.

This paper extends our prior conference paper (Wang

and Gombolay, 2020) which first introduced Schedu-

leNet. This prior work was limited in modeling only

teams of robots with homogeneous task performance

(i.e., each robot was equally proficient in completing a

given task) and could only consider a more restricted

set of shared resource constraints. We build upon this

prior work in three key ways. First, we extend Sched-

uleNet to efficiently reason about coordinating teams

of heterogeneous robots (i.e., robots have varying pro-

ficiencies in completing each task). Second, we expand
the types of spatial constraints ScheduleNet can con-

sider from 1-Dimensional (1D) locations to 2D areas

with minimum-distance constraints. Third, to improve

ScheduleNet’s ability to coordinate heterogeneous teams

with such spatial constraints, we further augment our

approach by proposing novel schedule synthesis strate-

gies. These extensions and the accompanying empirical

validation and robot demonstration serve to provide a

more holistic view of ScheduleNet’s capabilities with em-

phases on its flexibility, scalability and generalizability.

Our results show that ScheduleNet outperforms bench-

mark approaches when under both the homogeneous

and heterogeneous cases. Our extension even solves ran-

dom problem instances with up to 10 heterogeneous

robots and 200 tasks when no other baseline can solve

even a single such instance.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sum-

marizes prior work in related areas. Section 3 presents

an overview of the problem of interest and its Markov

Decision Process (MDP) formulation for schedule con-

struction. In section 4 we describe the ScheduleNet graph

structure and its building block layer. Section 5 presents
the imitation learning algorithm to train the Schedu-

leNet model. Experimental results are split into two

sections: Section 6 focuses on problems involving homo-

geneous robots; Section 7 covers results evaluated with

heterogeneous task completion. Section 8 demonstrates
the use of ScheduleNet in a simulated environment for

airplane fuselage construction. Section 9 discusses major

takeaways of our algorithm and its limitations, followed

by concluding remarks in Section 10.

2 Related Work

Task assignment and scheduling for multi-robot teams

has been studied with various real-world applications,

such as manufacturing, warehouse automation and de-

livery systems Nunes et al. (2017). Korsah et al. (2013)

devised a widely accepted taxonomy, iTax, to catego-

rizethe Multi-Robot Task Allocation (MRTA) problem.

In a more recent survey, Nunes et al. (2017) further

categorized the extensive research in multi-robot task
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allocation and identified possible solution approaches

there within.

2.1 Traditional Techniques

Task allocation is essentially an optimization problem,

and the most common formalism to capture its con-

straints is Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP).

As exact methods for solving MILP yield exponential

complexity, researchers have combined MILP and con-

straint programming (CP) methods into a hybrid algo-

rithm using decomposition (Benders, 1962; Gombolay

et al., 2013; Ren and Tang, 2009) to accelerate com-

putation. Other hybrid approaches exploited heuristic

schedulers to gain better scalability (Castro and Petro-
vic, 2012; Chen and Askin, 2009).

Nikou et al. (2017) presented a fully-automated pro-

cedure for controller synthesis for multi-robot systems

under temporal constraints over high-level tasks. A de-
centralized abstraction that provides a time and space

discretization of the multi-agent system is designed to

enable efficiently computing the individual runs which

provably satisfy the high-level task specifications. Gom-

bolay et al. (2018) proposed a MILP-based task assign-

ment and scheduling algorithm that takes advantage of

an analytical sequencing test to satisfy temporospatial

constraints, allowing the algorithm to scale better to

large-scale multi-agent problems. Bogner et al. (2018)

proposed an integer linear programming (ILP) model

to coordinate the assignment of tasks between humans

and robots in the assembly of printed circuit boards.

The ILP model utilizes heuristics to find optimized solu-

tions within a reasonable time while also accounting for

the different capabilities of humans and robots. Solovey

et al. (2020) presented the FLOWDEC algorithm for

efficient task allocation with heterogeneous agents. By

decomposing the heterogeneous task allocation problem

into a set of homogeneous subproblems, FLOWDEC

achieves an approximation factor of at least 1/2 of the

optimal reward, achieving several orders of magnitude

improvement in computation time over an exact tech-

nique.

Search algorithms have also been applied to solve

task scheduling problems. Kartal et al. (2016) devel-

oped an efficient, satisficing and centralized Monte Carlo

Tree Search-based algorithm combined with branch-and-

bound to solve the multi-robot task allocation problem

with temporal and spatial constraints. Their approach

offers theoretical guarantees and finds optimal solutions

for some non-trivial data sets. Zhang et al. (2020) em-

ployed a genetic algorithm for heterogeneous human-

robot collaboration problems by encoding problem so-

lutions as chromosomes and repeatedly crossing over

and mutating the solutions to find the optimal schedule.

To decouple the key computational challenges of multi-

robot allocation under task uncertainty and temporal

constraints, Choudhury et al. (2020) presented a hierar-

chical algorithm, SCoBA, which uses multi-agent conflict

resolution with single-agent policy tree search and prove

that SCoBA is both optimal in expectation and complete

under mild assumptions. Wang et al. (2020) modeled

the heterogeneous task scheduling problem with an edge-

weighted and vertex-weighted block sequence graph and

found solution with genetic algorithm. More recently,
Hari et al. (2020) developed an approximation algorithm

for the task allocation and scheduling problem involving

humans and robots by combining ideas from vehicle

routing and scheduling theory, with a guaranteed upper

bound on the approximation ratio.

Unfortunately, these methods typically requires domain-

specific expert knowledge to design efficient heuristics

to guide the schedule search process. Furthermore, these

algorithms are tied to a single objective function. In

contrast, our learning-based approach can automatically

learn such domain-specific knowledge via Q-learning

based imitation learning and work under different ob-

jectives.

2.2 Learning-Based Techniques

Another class of techniques utilizes machine learning

to learn the optimal strategy for solving scheduling

optimization problems. Wang and Usher (2005) devel-

oped a Q-learning based method for the single-machine

dispatching rule selection problem. Wu et al. (2011)

proposed a multi-agent reinforcement learning method,

called the ordinal sharing learning (OSL) method, for

job-scheduling problems such as load balancing in grids.

More recently, Shiue et al. (2018) incorporated an

offline learning module and a Q-learning-based RL mod-

ule for the real-time scheduling problem. Casalino et al.

(2019) proposed a probabilistic framework using time

Petri nets to model the uncertainty in the time to com-

plete tasks by humans and robots. The distribution of

these time durations can be learned during the process

of human-robot interaction. However, these methods

typically depend on customized, hand-crafted features

to achieve satisfying results. In our method, we exploit

the power of deep learning models to automatically learn

useful features.

2.3 Graph Neural Networks

Graph neural networks (GNN) are a class of deep neural

networks that learn from unstructured data by represent-
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ing objects as nodes and relations as edges and aggre-

gating information from nearby nodes. GNNs have been

widely applied in graph-based problems such as node

classification, link prediction and clustering, and show

convincing performance (Xu et al., 2019). Fout et al.

(2017) introduced a GNN model that learns latent rep-

resentation of proteins by performing convolutions over

local neighborhoods of nodes and predicts if a pair of

proteins belong to an interface. Hamaguchi et al. (2017)

used GNNs to compute embeddings for entities not al-

ready stored in a knowledge base and answer queries
concerning such entities. With the introduction of at-

tention mechanisms to the graph convolutional layer,

Veličković et al. (2017) developed the graph attention

network (GAT) model that learns to attend to differ-

ent neighbors with different weights, and were able to

further improve the performance of GNNs on a number

of graph benchmark datasets. Hamilton et al. (2018)

proposed a general framework that learns to generate

node feature embeddings by sampling and aggregat-

ing features of the node’s neighbors, and demonstrated

strong performance in node classification tasks, such as

predicting paper subject categories in citation graphs

with each paper represented as a node in the graph.

Yan et al. (2018) modeled human skeletons across time

as graphs and proposed a temporal graph network for

human activity recognition. Wang et al. (2019c) applied

graph convolutional networks to point cloud classifica-

tion and segmentation by exploiting GNN’s capability

to aggregate information from local neighborhoods. A

more comprehensive review of GNN approaches and

applications can be found in Wu et al. (2020).

Compared to the pervasive use of GNNs in classifica-

tion problems, efforts of applying GNNs in solving com-

binatorial optimization problems are less investigated.
Khalil et al. (2017) input the node embeddings learned

by a GNN into a Q-learning module and achieved better

performance than previous heuristics on solving mini-

mum vertex cover, maximum cut and TSPs. Kool et al.

(2019) combined GNNs and policy gradient methods to

learn a policy for TSP and two variants of the Vehi-

cle Routing Problem (VRP), which obtained solutions

close to the optimal results for up to 100 nodes. Wang

and Gombolay (2019) developed a GNN-based model

operating on the STN to generate schedules for coordi-

nating multi-robot teams. However, their method uses

homogeneous graphs and hard-codes robot and location

information as node features, making it not scalable

when the number of robots changes. More discussions of

applying GNN to combinatorial optimization problems

can be found in Bengio et al. (2020).

Heterogeneous GNNs, which directly operate on het-

erogeneous graphs containing different types of nodes

and links, have shown good interpretability and model

expressiveness compared to traditional GNNs (Wang

et al., 2019b; Yang et al., 2020), but such a model has

never been applied to combinatorial optimization prob-

lems. We are the first to utilize heterogeneous GNNs for

scheduling multi-robot teams.

3 Problem Overview

3.1 Problem Statement

We consider the problem of coordinating a multi-robot

team in the same space, with temporal and resource /

spatial constraints. The problem falls into the single-

task robots (ST), single-robot tasks (SR), time-extended

assignment (TA) category with cross-schedule dependen-

cies [XD] under the iTax taxonomy proposed by Korsah

et al. (2013). We describe its components using a six-

tuple <r, τ ,d,w,Loc, z>. r consists of all the robot
agents available. τ are the tasks to be performed. Each

task τi is associated with a start time si and a finish

time fi and takes a certain amount of time duri,r for

robot r to complete. We introduce s0 as the time origin

and f0 as the time point when all tasks are completed,

so that the schedule has a common start and end point.
d contains the deadline constraints. di ∈ d specifies

before which task τi has to be completed, i.e., fi ≤ di.
w is the set of wait constraints. wi,j ∈ w specifies the

wait time between task τi and task τj (e.g., “task τi
should wait at least 10 minutes after task τj finishes”

translates into si − fj ≥ wi,j = 10). Loc is the list of

all task locations. Finally, z is an objective function to

minimize that can take different forms depending on

end-user applications.

A solution to the problem consists of an assignment

of tasks to agents and a schedule for each agent’s tasks,
such that all constraints are satisfied and the objective

function is minimized.

Equations 1-9 give the mathematical program for-

mation of our problem under this setting, where two

types of binary decision variables are used: 1) Ar,i = 1

for the assignment of robot r to task τi and 2) Xi,j = 1

denoting task τi finishes before task τj starts. We also

have continuous decision variables, si, fi ∈ [0,∞), corre-

sponding to the start and finish times of task τi, respec-

tively. Additionally, Lproximity is the set of task pairs,

<τi, τj>, that should be separated along the time axis

due to the presence of pairwise proximity constraints on

agents performing tasks at the corresponding locations

in Loc. These equations can be passed to a MILP-based

solver to search for optimal solutions.
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min(z) (1)

∑
r∈r

Ar,i = 1,∀τi ∈ τ (2)

fi − si =
∑
r∈r

duri,rAr,i,∀τi ∈ τ (3)

fi − s0 ≤ di,∀di ∈ d (4)

si − fj ≥ wi,j ,∀wi,j ∈ w (5)

(sj − fi)Ar,iAr,jXi,j ≥ 0,∀τi, τj ∈ τ ,∀r ∈ r (6)

(si − fj)Ar,iAr,j(1−Xi,j) ≥ 0,∀τi, τj ∈ τ ,∀r ∈ r (7)

(sj − fi)Xi,j ≥ 0,∀(τi, τj) ∈ Lproximity (8)

(si − fj)(1−Xi,j) ≥ 0,∀(τi, τj) ∈ Lproximity (9)

We begin our experiments in Section 6 by consider-

ing the problem of coordinating a set of homogeneous
robots to complete a set of tasks given temporal con-

straints and 1D task location constraints (i.e., no two

robots can be in the same place at the same time). Here,

homogeneity in robot teams refers to teams comprised

of robots that are equally proficient in completing a

task (i.e., duri,r = duri,∀r ∈ r,∀τi ∈ τ ). This modeling

setup is motivated by common manufacturing scenarios

in which work locations are along a line with robots

moving across a rail to perform assembly tasks of a

large workpiece, e.g., the Boeing 777 Fuselage Auto-

mated Upright Build process (Tang and Webb, 2019).

Under this setting, Lproximity consists of all task pairs

that require the same location to be completed.

Second, we examine scheduling problems involv-

ing heterogeneous robots moving with 2D proximity

constraints (Section 7). The relaxation to heteroge-

neous robot teams allows for the full expressivity where

duri,r 6= duri in general. Furthermore, expanding from

1D location constraints to 2D proximity constraints al-

lows us to model an open factory floor concept where

a certain distance must be maintained between robots

while executing tasks. In these experiments, we extend

Lproximity to include task pairs whose locations fall

within the minimum allowed safety distance.

As z varies depending on application-specific goals,

we mainly report the results of minimizing the makespan

(i.e., overall process duration, z = maxi fi) as a generic

objective function. To show the generalization of our

method, in Section 6.4, we also consider an application-

specific case where we try to minimize the weighted sum

of the completion time of all tasks (z =
∑
i cifi). We use

this objective function as an analogy to the minimization

of weighted tardiness in job-shop scheduling (Essafi et al.,

2008).

3.2 MDP Formulation

Given the problem statement, we learn greedy heuristics

that construct solutions by appending tasks to an indi-

vidual robot’s partial schedule based on maximizing a

score Q-function approximated with a graph neural net-

work parameterized by θ. We formalize the problem of

constructing the schedule as a Markov Decision Process

(MDP) using a five-tuple <xt, u, T,R, γ> that includes:

– State xt at a decision-step t includes the temporal

constraints of the problem, represented by a STN, the

location information, and all robots’ partial schedules

constructed so far.

– Action u = <τi, rj> corresponds to appending an

unscheduled task τi at the end of the partial schedule

of robot rj .

– Transition T corresponds to deterministically adding

the edges associated with the action u =<τi, rj>into

the STN and updating the partial schedule of the se-

lected robot. In accordance with problem constraints,

we impose the following two rules when updating

the STN: 1) si ≤ sk,∀τk ∈ {unscheduled}; 2) fi ≤
sm,∀τm ∈ {unscheduled|(τi, τm) ∈ Lproximity}.

– Reward R of a state-action pair is defined as the

change in objective values after taking the action,

calculated as R = −1 × (Zt+1 − Zt). Zt denotes

the partial objective function at state xt and is

calculated only using scheduled tasks. For exam-

ple, while minimizing makespan, Zt = maxifi, τi ∈
{partial schedules}. The reward is multiplied by

-1.0 as the objective is minimization. We further di-

vide Zt by a factor D > 1 if xt is not a termination

state. We use D to balance between finding the high-
est immediate reward (local optimal) and finding

the global optimal schedules. If the action results

in an infeasible schedule in the next state, a large

negative reward Minf is assigned to Zt+1.

– Discount factor, γ.

3.3 Schedule Generation

Our learned heuristic relies on the evaluation function

Q(x, u), which will be learned using a collection of prob-

lem instances, to estimate the total discounted future

reward of state-action pairs and select accordingly. We

use scheduling-through-simulation to generate schedules

as it has been shown in Wang and Gombolay (2019)

that this process achieves better performance than us-

ing decision-step-based generation. Algorithm 1 illus-

trates the process of generating schedules for a prob-

lem instance using ScheduleNet via scheduling-through-

simulation. In scheduling-through-simulation, starting
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Algorithm 1: Solve a problem instance using

ScheduleNet via scheduling-through-simulation

Input: Problem components <r, τ ,d,w,Loc>,
maximum allowed time tmax

Output: A schedule generated by ScheduleNet
1 Initialize all robots’ pratial schedules as ∅;
2 Initialize problem state x with <r, τ ,d,w,Loc>;
3 t← 0;
4 while t ≤ tmax do
5 Collects all available robots at t into ravail;
6 r ← pickRobot(ravail);
7 while r 6= NULL do
8 Collect all unscheduled tasks at t into τavail;
9 if τavail 6= ∅ then

10 Build the heterogeneous graph g from x;
11 Generate input features for nodes in g;
12 Run ScheduleNet on g to predict Qθ(x, u);

13 τ ← argmaxτ∈τavailQθ(x, u)|u=<τ,r>;

14 Append τ into r’s partial schedule and
update x;

15 if x becomes infeasible then
16 Exit with an infeasible schedule;
17 else if all tasks have been assigned then
18 Exit with a feasible schedule;
19 end
20 Remove r from ravail;
21 r ← pickRobot(ravail);

22 else
23 break;
24 end

25 end
26 t← t+ 1;

27 end
28 Exit with an infeasible schedule;

from t = 0 (here t refers to time points instead of de-
cision steps), at each time step the policy first collects

all the available robots not working on a task into a set

ravail = {rj |rj is available}. Then, the policy picks a

robot (denoted as the pickRobot function) from ravail
and tries to assign τi using τ := argmaxτ∈τavailQθ(x, u),

where τavail is the set of unscheduled tasks and only

Q-values associated with rj are considered. This task

allocation step repeats until no robot is available; then,

the simulation moves to the next time step, t+ 1. When

considering a team of homogeneous robots, pickRobot

can be implemented as simply picking robots from ravail
in the same order as their initial index or another static

priority queue. However, we empirically found that such

a static strategy for ScheduleNet was not efficient for

the more difficult problem of task allocation with het-

erogeneous robot teams. As such, we developed a set

of additional task allocation strategies for dynamically

picking heterogeneous robots from ravail:

– First available – Pick the first robot in ravail ac-

cording to their original index.

– Minimum average time on unscheduled tasks – Com-

pute the average time it takes for each robot in

ravail to complete unscheduled tasks, and pick the

robot with the smallest such time.

– Minimum time on any one unscheduled task – Find

the minimum time it takes for each robot in ravail
to complete any one unscheduled task, and pick the

robot with the smallest such time.

– Minimum average time on all tasks – Compute the

average time it takes for each robot in ravail to

complete all tasks, both scheduled and unscheduled,
and pick the robot with the smallest such time.

When solving a given problem instance, we run
ScheduleNet in parallel with each task allocation strat-

egy variants for the pickRobot function. Among the

feasible solutions produced by the same model with

each of the four strategies, we keep the one that yields

the best objective function score. This result ensemble

of different robot-picking variants proves to find not

only more feasible schedules, but also schedules with

better makespans than any single strategy alone, as

each strategy may work better than another in certain

problems but not the others.

4 Heterogeneous Graph Attention Network

Traditional graph neural networks (GNNs) operate on

homogeneous graphs to learn a universal feature update

scheme for all nodes. We instead cast the task schedul-

ing problem into a heterogeneous graph structure, and

propose a novel heterogeneous graph attention network,

ScheduleNet, that learns per-edge-type message passing

and per-node-type feature reduction mechanisms on this

graph. One advantage of ScheduleNet is that it directly

estimates the Q-values of state-action pairs as its out-

put node features. In this section, we first describe how

to construct the heterogeneous graph given a problem

state, xt, starting with homogeneous robot teams and

then introducing necessary extensions for heterogeneous

robots. Next, we present the building block layer used

to assemble a ScheduleNet of arbitrary depth (through

stacking this layer), which we call the heterogeneous

graph attention (HetGAT) layer.

4.1 Heterogeneous Graph Representation

4.1.1 Homogeneous Robot Case

The temporal constraints in multi-robot task allocation

and scheduling problems have been commonly modeled

as STNs because the consistency of the upper and lower
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Algorithm 2: Construct the heterogeneous

graph for modeling homogeneous robot teams

Input: STN, locations Loc, robots r and their
partial schedules, available actions uavail

Output: Heterogeneous graph representation
1 Run Johnson’s algorihtm on STN to find its minimum

distance graph, gd;
2 Remove all fi’s from gd, except f0;
3 Use gd as the new STN and si as the task node of τi;
4 foreach robot rj do
5 Add a robot node, rj ;
6 foreach τm assigned to rj do
7 Add an edge τm → rj ;
8 end

9 end
10 Connect robot nodes with each other;
11 foreach location Lk do
12 Add a location node, Lk;
13 foreach τm located in Lk do
14 Add an edge τm → Lk;
15 end

16 end
17 Connect location nodes with each other;
18 Add a state node st, connect all other nodes to it;
19 foreach un =< τn, rn >∈ uavail do
20 Add a value nodes vn;
21 Add an edge τn → vn;
22 Add an edge rn → vn;
23 Add an edge st→ vn;

24 end
25 Add self-loops;
26 return gd.

bound constraints can be efficiently verified in polyno-

mial time (Tsamardinos, 2000). STNs also allow for

encoding set-bounded uncertainty. However, as we de-

velop multiple homogeneous agents, physical constraints,

etc., we also have latent disjunctive variables that aug-

ment the graph to account for each agent being able

to perform only one task at a time and for only one

robot occupying a work location at a time, which is

known as the Disjunctive Temporal Problem (Tsamardi-

nos and Pollack, 2003). To learn a more expressive and
scalable representation of the problem, we extend the

STN formulation into a heterogeneous graph using the

construction process illustrated in Algorithm 2. In a het-

erogeneous graph, we use a three-tuple, in the form of

<srcName, edgeName, dstName>, to specify the edge

type/relation that connects the two node types (from

source node to destination node), which can also be

denoted as (srcName
edgeName−−−−−−−→ dstName).

In traditional STN formulations, each task, τi, is rep-

resented by two event nodes: its start time node, si, and

finish time node, fi. The directed, weighted edges en-

code the temporal constraints associating corresponding

nodes. Under the homogeneous robot team setting, task

duration is deterministic without knowing the actual

(a) Original STN

(b) Table of shortest distances from each source (src)
node to each destination (dst) node

(c) Simplified Minimum Distance Graph

Fig. 2 An example STN consisting of 3 tasks: (a) the

original STN with placeholder start and finish nodes, s0
and f0; (b) The shortest distances between all pairs of

source (src) and destination (dst) nodes found by an all

pairs shortest path (APSP) algorithm, with blue denot-

ing the nodes/edges that are maintained in the simplified

graph (Figure 2c) and orange denoting nodes/edges that

are pruned; (c) the simplified minimum distance graph

with fi removed for each task, with the duration of each

task encoded in the input node features

assignment. Exploiting this fact, we develop a novel

simplification trick to reduce the model complexity.

That is, after running Johnson’s algorithm (Johnson,

1977) on the original STN to find its minimum distance

graph, we remove all finish time nodes (except f0) from

the distance graph to obtain a new STN. The simpli-

fied STN, using only half the nodes, still reserves all
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the necessary temporal constraints. In this way, each

task can be represented by its start time node with

task duration now serving as its node feature. Figure 2

illustrates this process with an example problem con-

sisting of 3 tasks. Tasks 1, 2, and 3 are shown with

durations 4, 8, and 7, respectively. Task 3 has a deadline

constraint: f3 ≤ 8. There is a wait constraint between

task 1 and task 2: s1 ≥ f2 + 3. Distances in the blue

cells of Figure 2b are used to construct the graph in

Figure 2c. The representation shown in Figure 2c effec-

tively describes the temporal constraint representation
in Figure 2a for the purposes of performing an all-pairs

shortest path computation as input to our GNN model.

The task durations represented by edges in Figure 2a

are preserved implicitly in the graph edges shown in Fig-

ure 2c and are captured by our GNN as node features for

the corresponding tasks. Given the partial schedule at

the current state, we generate the initial input features

of each task node as follows: the first two dimensions

are the one-hot encoding of whether a task has been

scheduled [1 0] or not [0 1]; the next dimension is the

task duration. We denote the edge type from STNs us-

ing (task
temporal−−−−−−→ task) as they encode the temporal

constraints.

To extend the simplified STN, we add robot and loca-

tion nodes equaling the number of robots and locations

in the problem, respectively. A robot node is connected

to the task nodes that have been assigned to it, with edge

relation (task
assignedTo−−−−−−−→ robot). All robots are con-

nected with each other to enable message flow between

them, with edge relation (robot
communicate−−−−−−−−−→ robot).

The initial feature of a robot node is the number of

tasks assigned so far. In a similar manner, a location

node is connected to the task nodes in that location,

with edge relation (task
locatedIn−−−−−−→ location). All loca-

tion nodes are connected with each other, with the

relation (location
near−−−→ location). The initial feature of

a location node is the number of tasks in that location.

As the Q-function is based on state-action pairs, we

also expect the network to learn a state embedding of

the problem from all the task, robot, and location node

embeddings. To achieve this, we add a state summary

node into the graph structure. The state summary node

is connected to all the task, robot and location nodes,

with edge types (task
in−→ state), (robot

in−→ state),

(location
in−→ state), respectively. The initial features

of the graph summary node include the number of to-

tal tasks, the number of currently scheduled tasks, the

number of robots and the number of locations.

Once the node embeddings are computed using the

heterogeneous graph, it is possible to learn a separate Q

network consisting of several fully-connected (FC) lay-

ers to predict the Q-value of a state-action pair, taking

as input the concatenation of embeddings from corre-

sponding state, task, and robot nodes. However, design-

ing a separate Q network on top of GNNs is computa-

tionally expensive and not memory efficient, especially

when evaluating a large number of state-action pairs

at once for parallel computing. Instead, we propose

to add value nodes in the graph to directly estimate

the Q-values. A value node is connected to correspond-

ing nodes with edge types denoted as (task
to−→ value),

(robot
to−→ value), (state

to−→ value). The initial feature

of a value node is set to 0. During evaluation, the hetero-

geneous graph is constructed with the needed Q-value

nodes covering task nodes in τavail and robot node of rj ,

as mentioned in Section 3.3. As we are calculating the

minimum distance graph of a STN while constructing

the heterogeneous graph, we can further filter out the

tasks in τavail of which the lower bound of task start

time is greater than the current time. For all nodes,

self-loops are added so that their own features from

previous layers are considered for the next layer’s com-

putation. The metagraph (or network schema) of the

graph constructed with Algorithm 2 is shown in Figure

3a, which summarizes all the node types and edge types.

4.1.2 Extension for Heterogeneous Task Completion

In a setting of heterogeneous robot teams, the duration

of a task depends on the robot which is assigned to

the task. We recall that our problem state consists of

a partial schedule in which some tasks have already

been assigned an agent and then sequenced. For those

tasks, we know their duration, which is given by the

assigned robot (i.e., duri,r for task τi assigned robot r).

However, the duration of unscheduled tasks is yet to

be determined, as no robot has been assigned. As such,

Equation 3 can only be described with a relaxed set

bound as shown in Equation 10. Here duri,min, duri,max
are the minimum and maximum amounts of time task τi
can be finished. Specifically, duri,min = min

r
duri,r and

duri,max = max
r
duri,r.

duri,min ≤ fi − si ≤ duri,max,∀τi ∈ {unscheduled}
(10)

Unfortunately, this set bound nullifies our novel sim-

plification trick in Section 4.1.1 for reducing the graph’s–

and in turn our algorithm’s–complexity. To recover our

simplification in this more expressive setting, we extend

the set of task node features to include multiple descrip-

tive statistics describing the task’s possible completion

times among all robots where the size is non-parametric
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(a) Homogeneous Robot Team Metagraph

(b) Heterogeneous Robot Team Meta-
graph

Fig. 3 Metagraph of the heterogeneous graph built

from the STN by adding robot, location, state, and

value nodes: (a) team of homogeneous robots; (b) team

of heterogeneous robots

in the number of robots. Specifically, the input features

of task τi consists of the minimum, maximum, mean

and standard deviation of {duri,r,∀r ∈ r}. This model-

ing approach achieves a potent balance between model
complexity and expressivity.

Additionally, we encode information about comple-

tion times for unscheduled tasks by augmenting the

heterogeneous graph obtained from Algorithm 2. We

add two new edge types between nodes of unsched-

uled tasks and robot nodes: (task
takeT ime−−−−−−→ robot) and

(robot
useTime−−−−−−→ task). The edge attribute encodes the

time used for a robot to complete the task connected

via this edge.

A further change we make to Algorithm 2 concerns

the handling of edges between location nodes. Because

locations are expanded to 2D spatial areas in the hetero-

geneous robot case, we only connect locations that fall

within the minimum allowed safety distance to represent

the proximity constraints, instead of connecting location

nodes with each other.

Figure 3b shows the augmented metagraph with

heterogeneous robot teams, including the newly-added

edge types between robot nodes and task nodes. The

edge type (location
near−−−→ location), although shares

the same name as in Figure 3a, now encodes the 2D

proximity constraints.

4.2 Heterogeneous Graph Attention Layer

4.2.1 Homogeneous Robot Case

The feature update process in a HetGAT layer is con-

ducted in two steps: per-edge-type message passing

followed by per-node-type feature reduction. During
message passing, each edge type uses a distinct weight

matrix, WedgeName ∈ RD×S , to process the input fea-

ture from the source node, Nsrc, and sends the com-

putation result to the destination node, Ndst’s mail-

box. S is the input feature dimension of Nsrc, and D
is the output feature dimension of Ndst. In the case

that several edge types share the same name, we use

WsrcName,edgeName to distinguish between them. For ex-

ample, we distinguish edge types coming into the state

nodes by Wtask,in, Wrobot,in, Wloc.,in and Wstate,in. As

for edge type (task
temporal−−−−−−→ task) which is the only

weighted edge in our heterogeneous graph formulation

of homogeneous robots, the edge attribute, edge, is also

sent after transformed by WtempEdge ∈ RD×1.

Feature reduction happens inside each node’s mail-

box. For each edge type that a node has, the Het-

GAT layer computes per-edge-type aggregation result

by weighing received messages, stored in its mailbox,

along the same edge type with normalized attention

coefficients that are feature-dependent and structure-

free. Those results are then merged to compute a node’s

output feature. We note that, in the case of coordinating

teams of homogeneous robots, task type nodes only ever

serve as destination nodes for other task nodes. Task

nodes can serve as source nodes for non-task type nodes

(e.g., robot nodes). This flow of information from task

nodes to robot nodes enables us to extract embeddings

for each robot. Embeddings for tasks are extracted from

the underlying STN, which already captures informa-

tion regarding the robots’ homogeneous task completion

times. When we augment our model in Section 4.1.2 to
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account for heterogeneous task completion times, we

additionally consider edges from non-task type nodes

(e.g., robot nodes) to task nodes to extract task embed-

dings that account for robot heterogeneity. The feature

update formulas of different node types are listed in

Equations 11-15.

Task h′i = σ
( ∑
j∈Ntemporal(i)

αtemporalij (Wtemporalhj

+WtempEdgeedgeji)
)

(11)

Robot h′i = σ
( ∑
j∈NassginedTo(i)

αassignedToij WassignedTohj

+
∑

k∈Ncomm.(i)

αcomm.ik Wcomm.hk

)
(12)

Location h′i = σ
( ∑
j∈NlocateIn(i)

αlocatedInij WlocatedInhj

+
∑

k∈Nnear(i)

αnearik Wnearhk

)
(13)

State h′i = σ
( ∑
j∈Ntask,in(i)

αtask,inij Wtask,inhj

+
∑

k∈Nrobot,in(i)

αrobot,inik Wrobot,inhk

+
∑

m∈Nloc.,in(i)

αloc.,inim Wloc.,inhm

+Wstate,inhi

)
(14)

Value h′q = σ
(
Wtask,toht +Wrobot,tohr

+Wstate,tohs +Wvalue,tohq

)
(15)

In Equations 11-15, NedgeName(i) is the set of incom-

ing neighbors of node i along a certain edge type, and

σ() represents the ReLU nonlinearity. Prior work has

shown that attention mechanisms are beneficial for rep-

resentation learning on homogeneous graphs (Veličković

et al., 2017; Kool et al., 2019). Thus, we extend the

attention models from prior work to reason about task

scheduling with heterogeneous graph networks. Specifi-

cally, the per-edge-type attention coefficient, αedgeNameij ,

is calculated based on source node features and des-

tination node features (plus edge attributes if appli-

cable). More specifically, the attention coefficient for

edge type (task
temporal−−−−−−→ task) is calculated by Equa-

tion 16, where ~aTtemporal is the learnable weights, || is

the concatenation operation, and σ′() is the LeakyReLU

nonlinearity (with a negative input slope of 0.2). Soft-

max function is used to normalize the coefficients across

all choices of j.

αtemp.ij = softmaxj

(
σ′
(
~aTtemp.[

Wtemp.
~hi||Wtemp.

~hj ||WtempEdgeedgeji

] ))
(16)

For edge types connecting the same type of nodes, the

attention coefficients can be computed by Equation 17.

αedgeNameij = softmaxj

(
σ′
(

~aTedgeName

[
WedgeName

~hi||WedgeName
~hj

] ))
(17)

However, Equation 17 does not hold for edges where
the source node, hj , and destination node, hi, are of dif-

ferent node types. Take the edge type (task
assignedTo−−−−−−−→

robot) as an example, the message passing weights,

WassignedTo, are only defined and trained for processing
the source node type features (of task nodes) and are

thus not adequate for processing the destination node

type features (of robot nodes) for attention computa-

tion. Therefore, we change Equation 17 into Equation 18

by using both WedgeName and WdstType to account for

differing types of source and edge nodes. While these

additional parameters improve model expressivity, there

is a cost in terms of computational memory and speed.
In practice, we find that we can achieve a helpful trade-

off between expressivity and computational costs by

employing weight sharing. Specifically, we set WdstType

to be equal to Wcomm., Wnear, and Wstate,in when the

destination node type is robot, location and state, re-

spectively.

αedgeNameij = softmaxj

(
σ′
(

~aTedgeName

[
WdstType

~hi||WedgeName
~hj

] ))
(18)

To stabilize the learning process, we utilize the multi-

head attention proposed in Veličković et al. (2017),

adapting it to fit the heterogeneous case. We use K

independent HetGAT layers to compute node features

in parallel and then merge the results as the multi-

headed output via the concatenation operation for each

multi-head layer in ScheduleNet, except for the last
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layer which employs averaging. Considering that Sched-

uleNet utilizes a fully convolutional structure where

the last graph layer directly predicts Q-values as the

1-dimensional output feature of value nodes, merging

multi-head results with concatenation is no longer vi-

able for the last layer as it would give a K-dimensional

output.

4.2.2 Extension for Heterogeneous Task Completion

Because the newly-added edge type (robot
useTime−−−−−−→

task) only accounts for unscheduled tasks, the feature

update formula for scheduled tasks remains the same as

Equation 11. For unscheduled tasks, we change Equation

11 by including terms accounting for the message coming

through the new edge type, as shown in Equation 19.

h′i = σ
( ∑
j∈Ntemporal(i)

αtemporalij (Wtemporalhj

+WtempEdgeedgeji)

+
∑

k∈NuseTime(i)

αuseTimeik (WuseTimehk

+WuseTimeEdgeedge
′

ki

)
(19)

In Equation 19, edge
′

ki is the attribute of the new

edge, and the corresponding attention coefficient, αuseTimeik ,

is computed by Equation 20.

αuseTimeik = softmaxk

(
σ′
(
~aTuseTime[

Wtemp.
~hi||WuseTime

~hk||WuseTimeEdgeedge
′

ki

] ))
(20)

Similarly, the addition of new edge type (task
takeT ime−−−−−−→

robot) changes the feature update equation of robot

nodes from Equation 12 in the homogeneous case to

Equation 21 in the heterogeneous case.

h′i = σ
( ∑
j∈NassginedTo(i)

αassignedToij WassignedTohj

+
∑

k∈Ncomm.(i)

αcomm.ik Wcomm.hk

+
∑

m∈NtakeTime(i)

αtakeT imeim (WtakeT imehm

+WtakeEdgeedge
′′

mi

)
(21)

In Equation 21, edge
′′

mi is the attribute of the cor-

responding edge, and the corresponding attention coef-

ficient, αtakeT imeim , is computed according to Equation

22.

αtakeT imeim = softmaxm

(
σ′
(
~aTtakeT ime[

Wcomm.
~hi||WtakeT ime

~hm||

WtakeT imeEdgeedge
′′

mi

]))
(22)

Even though locations are extended from 1D to 2D

areas, Equation 13 still applies to location nodes. Be-

cause now Nnear(i) only considers neighbor locations

falling within the allowed safety distance instead of all

locations, and Wnear, α
near
ik will learn to encode the cor-

responding proximity constraints. Finally, we note that

the update equations for state and value nodes (Equa-

tions 14 and 15) remain the same as in the homogeneous

robot case.

5 Imitation Learning

Under the MDP formulation, our goal is to learn a

greedy policy for sequential decision making. Thus, it is

natural to consider reinforcement learning algorithms

(e.g., Q-learning) for training ScheduleNet. However,

reinforcement learning relies on finding feasible schedules

from scratch to learn useful knowledge. In our problem,

most permutations of the schedule are infeasible. As a

result, reinforcement learning policies spend much more

time than allowed before learning anything of value from

exploring infeasible solutions.

Instead, we leverage imitation learning methods that

learn from high-quality schedules to accelerate the learn-

ing process for quick deployment. In real-world schedul-

ing environments, we often have access to high-quality,

manually-generated schedules from human experts who

currently manage the logistics in manufacturing envi-

ronments. Moreover, it is practical to optimally solve

small-scale problems with exact methods. Given the

scalability of the heterogeneous graph, we expect that

exploiting such expert data on smaller problems to train

the ScheduleNet can generalize well towards solving

unseen problems, even in a larger scale.

Let Dex denote the expert dataset that contains all

the state-action pairs of schedules either from exact solu-

tion methods or the domain experts. For each transition

in Dex, we calculate the total reward from current step t

until termination step n using R
(n)
t =

∑n−t
k=0 γ

kRt+k and

regress the corresponding Q-value predicted by Sched-

uleNet towards this value as shown in Equation 23,
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where the supervised learning loss, Lex, is computed as

the mean squared error between R
(n)
t and our current

estimate on the expert action uex.

Lex =
∥∥∥Q(xt, uex)−R(n)

t

∥∥∥2 (23)

To fully exploit the expert data, we ground the pre-

dicted Q-values of alternative actions ualt (not selected

by the expert) to a value below R
(n)
t using the loss

shown in Equation 24, where qo is a positive constant

empirically picked as an offset, and Nalt is the number

of alternative actions at step t. In accordance with the

schedule generation scheme, Nalt only considers actions

involving the same robot selected by the expert.

Lalt =

∑∥∥∥∥∥Q(x, ualt)−min

([
Q(x, ualt)

R
(n)
t − qo

])∥∥∥∥∥
2

Nalt
(24)

The min term in Equation 24 ensures that the gra-

dient propagates through all the unselected actions that

have Q-values predicted by ScheduleNet to be higher

than R
(n)
t −qo. The difference from Piot et al. (2014) lies

in that they only train on the unselected action with the

max Q-value. The total supervised loss is shown in Equa-

tion 25, where L2 is the L2 regularization term on the

network weights, and λ1, λ2 are weighting parameters

assigned to different loss terms empirically.

Ltotal = Lex + λ1Lalt + λ2L2 (25)

6 Experimental Results on Homogeneous

Robots

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Schedu-

leNet on problems involving homogeneous robot teams.

We show the results of optimizing a generic objective

function, which is the minimization of total makespan.

In Section 6.4, we also consider the application-specific

objective function mentioned in Section 3.1, in which we

minimize the weighted sum of task completion time, to

investigate how ScheduleNet generalizes under different

use cases.

6.1 Dataset

To evaluate the performance of ScheduleNet, we generate

random problems based on Gombolay et al. (2013). We

simulate multi-agent construction of a large workpiece,

e.g. an airplane fuselage, with three different config-

urations: a two-robot team, a five-robot team, and a

ten-robot team. Task duration is generated from a uni-

form distribution in the interval [1, 10]. Approximately

25% of the tasks have absolute deadlines drawn from a

uniform distribution in the interval [1, N × T ], where

N is the number of total tasks. We use T = 5 for two-

robot teams, T = 2 for five-robot teams, and T = 1

for ten-robot teams. Approximately 25% of the tasks

have wait constraints, and the duration of non-zero wait

constraints is drawn from a uniform distribution in the
interval [1, 10]. We set the number of locations in a

problem to be the same as the number of robots, and

each task’s location is picked randomly.

For each team configuration, problems are generated

in three scales: small (16-20 tasks), medium (40-50 tasks)

and large (80-100). For each problem scale, we generate

1,000 problems for testing. To train the ScheduleNet

model, we generate another 1,000 small problems with

two-robot teams. We run Gurobi with a cutoff time
of 15 minutes on generated problems to serve as ex-

act baselines for test set and expert demonstrations for

training set. This resulted in a total of 17,513 transi-

tions for training. To further examine the scalability of

ScheduleNet, we also generate 100 ten-robot team prob-
lems in extra-large scale (160-200 tasks), and set the

Gurobi cutoff time to be 1 hour, as the MILP formula-

tion involves 300,000+ general constraints and 160,000+

binary variables.

6.2 Benchmark

We benchmark ScheduleNet against these methods:

– EDF – A ubiquitous heuristic algorithm, earliest

deadline first (EDF), that selects from a list of avail-

able tasks the one with the earliest deadline, assign-

ing it to the first available worker.

– Tercio – A state-of-the-art scheduling algorithm for

this problem domain, Tercio (Gombolay et al., 2018).

Tercio is a hybrid algorithm that combines math-

ematical optimization for task allocation and an

analytical sequencing test to ensure temporal and

spatial feasibility. Hyperparameters are chosen from

Gombolay et al. (2018).

– HomGNN – A neural-network-based method pro-

posed in Wang and Gombolay (2019). Their method

uses a homogeneous GNN to exact problem em-

bedding from the STN, and a separate Q-network

consisting of two FC layers to predict the Q-value.

We denote this model as HomGNN and use the same

hyper-parameters in Wang and Gombolay (2019).
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– Exact – Gurobi, a commercial optimization solver

widely used for mixed integer linear programming.

Its results represent the exact baseline.

6.3 Evaluation Results

Metrics – For minimizing the makespan, we use the

following metric for evaluation purpose. M1: Percentage

of problems solved within optimality ratio. A problem

is considered solved by an algorithm if the ratio, r,

between the objective value it finds and the optimal

value is within a certain range (e.g., r =
zalgorithm
zoptimal

≤
1.1). Gurobi solutions are used as the optimal value.

If the algorithm finds a solution of the problem which

Gurobi fails to solve within cutoff time, we set r =

1 on this problem during evaluation. By calculating

this metric with different optimal ratios, we can obtain

a comprehensive view of how the solution quality an

algorithm finds is distributed.

Model Details – We implement ScheduleNet using

PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) and Deep Graph Library

(Wang et al., 2019a). The ScheduleNet used in train-

ing/testing is constructed by stacking four multi-head

HetGAT layers (the first three use concatenation, and
the last one uses averaging). The feature dimension of

hidden layers = 64, and the number of heads = 8. We set

γ = 0.99, D = 3.0 and used Adam optimizer (Kingma

and Ba, 2014) through training. The training procedure

used a learning rate of 10−4, λ1 = 0.9, λ2 = 0.1, qo = 3.0

and batch size = 8. Both training and evaluation were
conducted on a Quadro RTX 8000 Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU).

The ScheduleNet was trained on small problems of

two-robot teams and the same model was evaluated on

all the different problem scales and team configurations.

As HomGNN is not scalable in number of robots, for

each team configuration, we trained a new model on

1000 small problems and used it for evaluation on the

rest. Figure 4-Figure 6 compared the evaluation results

of different methods using M1, where optimality ratio

ranges from 1 to 2 with intervals of 0.05 by default.

For small problems, as far as small optimal ratio

(r ≤ 1.2) is concerned, ScheduleNet outperformed three

other heuristics (EDF, Tercio, and HomGNN) by a large

margin, and achieved significantly closer results to the

exact method. This result shows the effectiveness of

ScheduleNet in finding high-quality feasible schedules.

The only case where HomGNN performed similarly was

when examined under a large optimal ratio (r ≥ 1.8),

indicating HomGNN was able to find more low-quality

solutions, which is often not preferred.

For medium problems, both EDF and Tercio tended

to find high-quality schedules, but with a low percent-

age, while HomGNN found more feasible low-quality

solutions. Again, ScheduleNet model significantly out-

performed the other three methods. Even though only

trained with small problems, the performance of Sched-

uleNet remained consistent in solving medium and large

problems, where a notable performance drop was ob-

served for other methods. HomGNN failed to find solu-

tions on large problems within Gurobi cuttoff time (at

least 40 minutes vs. 15 minutes), thus was not reported.
During evaluation on large and ex-large problems, we

found that for some problems the solutions found by

SchedulerNet had better makespans than those found

by Gurobi under its cutoff time. Therefore, we extended

the opimality ratio to the smallest value under which

ScheduleNet still solved at least one problem in Fig-

ure 5c, Figure 6c and Figure 6d. For ex-large problems,

Gurobi failed to find most of the feasible solutions within

the one hour cuttoff time (8 solved out of 100), while

ScheduleNet managed to find substantially more feasi-

ble schedules (79 solved). These results demonstrated

that our model can transfer knowledge learned on small

problem to help solve larger problems, by exploiting the

scalabililty within heterogeneous graph formulation.

We reported computation time of different methods

in Figure 7, where only feasible solutions were counted

for each method. Due to differences in implementation

details, CPU/GPU utilization, besides directly com-

paring the raw numbers, we also focused on the time

changes of each method with respect to increasing prob-

lem sizes. When problem size increased, the performance

of ScheduleNet stayed consistent with an affordable in-
crease in computation time, which was less than Gurobi.

This was largely due to the fully convolutional structure

as well as the STN simplification trick that greatly re-

duced its model complexity and computation cost. As

ten-robot team imposes a larger number of robot-related
constraints than other team sizes, it took Gurobi less

time to find solutions for ten-robot problems than two-

and five-robot problems. In contrast, HomGNN failed to

scale up to 100 tasks within Gurobi cuttoff time. This

was mainly due to its structure, where FC layers are

stacked on top of a GNN for Q-value prediction, making

the model complexity proportional to 2×Ntask×Naction
during parallel evaluation. As a comparison, the struc-

ture complexity of ScheduleNet is only proportional to

Ntask +Naction, considering Nrobot, Nlocation � Ntask.

6.4 Application-Specific Objective Function

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method

under a different objective function, z =
∑
i cifi, we
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4 Evaluation results on problems of two-robot teams of homogeneous robots: (a) Small problems; (b) Medium

problems; (c) Large problems

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 Evaluation results on problems of five-robot teams of homogeneous robots: (a) Small problems; (b) Medium

problems; (c) Large problems. For 40% of the large problems, ScheduleNet’s solutions outperform Gurobi within

cutoff time as denoted by data points left of the 1.0 optimality ratio

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 6 Evaluation results on problems of ten-robot teams of homogeneous robots: (a) Small problems; (b) Medium

problems; (c) Large problems; (d) Ex-Large problems. In the Large and Ex-Large problems cases, ScheduleNet is

able to find solutions that outperform Gurobi as denoted by data points left of a 1.0 optimality ratio

generated problems involving five-robot teams with two

scales: small and medium, following the same parame-

ters as used in Section 6.1. Additionally, each task was

associated with a real number cost, c, drawn from a

uniform distribution in the interval [1, 10]. This cost is

added to the input features of task nodes. For each prob-

lem scale, 1,000 problems were generated for testing. We

generated 1000 small problems for training the Schedu-

leNet. We ran Gurobi on all problems with a cutoff time

of 15 minutes to serve as exact baselines. We used the

same set of parameters during training as used in the
total makespan case, except qo = 30, considering the

reward was generally larger. We compare ScheduleNet

against a Highest Cost Tardiness First (HCTF) priority

heuristic which assigns the task with the highest cost to

the first available worker in every scheduling decision.

Figure 8 shows the evaluation results. For r ≤ 1.2 both

methods solved similar number of problems. However,

under larger optimaliy ratios, ScheduleNet started to

outperform HCTF, resulting in a better overall perfor-

mance.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7 Running time statistics on different problems of homogeneous robots: (a) Two-robot teams; (b) Five-robot

teams; (c) Ten-robot teams. Error bars denote the 25th and 75th percentile. Results for EDF, Tercio, and HomGNN

are not shown in cases when no solutions are found within the allowed cutoff time

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Evaluation results of minimizing the weighted

sum of completion times on five-robot teams of homoge-

neous robots: (a) Small problems; (b) Medium problems

7 Experimental Results on Heterogeneous Task

Completion

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Schedu-

leNet for coordinating robots that are heterogeneous in

task completion time with the objective of minimizing

the team’s makespan.

7.1 Dataset and benchmark

We generate random problems following the same setting
and hyper-parameters as described in Section 6.1, with

the following two differences:

1. For each task, τi, we sample a mean value from [1,

10] and a gap value from [1, 3], both with uniform

distributions. Then we sample duri,r for each robot

from a uniform distribution in the interval [mean−
gap,mean+ gap] (clamped at [1, 10] if applicable).

2. The task locations are randomly sampled from the

2D map. We use 2x2 for two-robot teams, 3x3 for

five-robot teams, and 5x5 for ten-robot teams. The

safety distance is set to 1. If |Loci −Locj | ≤ 1, then

(τi, τj) ∈ Lproximity.

Considering that HomGNN (Wang and Gombolay,

2019) is not designed for handling heterogeneous task

completion among robots, we benchmark ScheduleNet

against the remaining set of methods described in Sec-

tion 6.2: EDF, Tercio and Exact (i.e., a MILP solved by

Gurobi).

7.2 Evaluation Results

Model Details – For performance evaluation, we use

the same M1 metric as used in Section 6.3. The Sched-

uleNet model also consisted of four multi-head HetGAT

layers (the first three use concatenation, and the last

one uses averaging). The feature dimension of hidden

layers = 64, and the number of heads = 8. We set

γ = 0.95, D = 3.0 and used Adam optimizer. The train-

ing procedure used a learning rate of 3× 10−4, λ1 = 0.9,

λ2 = 0.3, qo = 3.0 and batch size = 8. Both training

and evaluation were conducted on a Quadro RTX 8000

GPU.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9 Evaluation results on problems of two-robot teams of heterogeneous robots: (a) Small problems; (b) Medium

problems; (c) Large problems

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10 Evaluation results on problems of five-robot teams of heterogeneous robots: (a) Small problems; (b)

Medium problems; (c) Large problems

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 11 Evaluation results on problems of ten-robot teams of heterogeneous robots: (a) Small problems; (b)

Medium problems; (c) Large problems; (d) Ex-Large problems

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12 Running time statistics on different problems of heterogeneous robots: (a) Two-robot teams; (b) Five-robot

teams; (c) Ten-robot teams. Error bars denote the 25th and 75th percentile
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Same as in the homogeneous robot case, we trained

the ScheduleNet for heterogeneous robot teams on small

problems of two-robot teams and evaluate the same

model on varying problem scales and team configura-

tions. Evaluation results using M1 are shown in Figure

9-Figure 11 where optimality ratios range from 1 to 2

with intervals of 0.05 by default.

For small and medium problems, ScheduleNet out-

performed EDF and Tercio for medium-to-large opti-

mality ratios (r ≥ 1.2) other than small problems of

ten-robot teams, and obtained results close to Tercio for

r ≥ 1.5 while consistently beating EDF. The improve-

ment in performance of ScheduleNet over the baseline

models was particularly significant in medium problems
of two-robot and five-robot teams in which Schedu-

leNet found feasible solutions for more than half of

the problems whereas Tercio and EDF found less than

15% for medium-to-high optimality ratios (r ≥ 1.2).

Compared to evaluation results for homogeneous robots,

high-quality schedules for heterogeneous robots were

much harder to find for all three methods with a much

lower success rate overall in finding a feasible schedule.

For large and extra-large problems, we extended the

optimality ratios (measured relative to the solution re-

turned by Gurobi) to the smallest value under which

ScheduleNet solved at least one problem. In addition to

finding schedules that were more optimal than Gurobi
for ∼ 10% of problems, ScheduleNet models significantly

outperformed EDF and Tercio by finding feasible solu-

tions for >30% of large problems compared to less than

5% by the latter baselines. Notably, for extra-large

problems, EDF, Tercio and Gurobi all failed to

find any feasible solutions, whereas ScheduleNet

was able to find schedules for up to 24% of the

problems. These results further demonstrate Schedu-

leNet’s capability of generalizing learned knowledge to

solving larger unseen problems.

Running time statistics of different methods were

shown in Figure 12, where we counted only feasible so-

lutions found by each method. Because these problems

of coordinating heterogeneous robot teams were much

harder than the homogeneous robot case (Figure 7),

computation times in heterogeneous case (Figure 12)

increased for all three methods. Furthermore, Gurobi

timed out significantly more frequently. For ScheduleNet,

similar time change patterns with respect to increasing

problem scales can be observed as the homogeneous

robot case. Nonetheless, computation times of Sched-

uleNet are shorter than those of Gurobi and show a

much better balance between solution quality and solv-

ing speed than EDF and Tercio, making ScheduleNet

much more viable in practice.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13 Our demonstration of a 5-robot team complet-

ing tasks for airplane fuselage assembly. The Schedu-

leNet outputs for each step are plotted at the bottom,

with the selected task assignment highlighted in red. (a)

team of homogeneous robots with 1D task locations; (b)

team of heterogeneous robots with 2D task locations

8 Robot Demonstration

We demonstrate our trained ScheduleNet model to co-

ordinate the work of a five-robot team in a simulated

environment for airplane fuselage construction, covering

both homogeneous robot case in 1D space and heteroge-

neous robot case in 2D space. Our demo leverages the

Robotarium, a remotely accessible swarm robotics re-

search testbed with GRITSBot X robots (Wilson et al.,

2020). Examples of scheduling homogeneous robot teams

and heterogeneous robot teams are shown in Figure 13a

and Figure 13b, respectively. The ScheduleNet outputs

for each step are depicted in bar plots at the bottom

of each figure, with the selected task assignment high-

lighted in red. A detailed breakdown of the scheduling

process with those examples can be found in the sup-

plementary video.
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9 ScheduleNet Discussion

Our empirical results and analysis demonstrates that

ScheduleNet establishes a state-of-the-art in autonomously

learning heuristics for coordinating teams of robots in a

computationally efficient framework. In particular, we

demonstrate that our approach:

1. Outperforms prior work in multi-robot scheduling

both in terms of schedule optimality and the to-

tal number of feasible schedules found (Figure 4-

Figure 6, Figure 9-Figure 11).

2. Achieves this superior performance in a scalable

framework that allows us to train via imitation-

based Q-learning on smaller problems to provide

high-quality schedules on much larger problems (Fig-

ure 6d, Figure 11d).

3. Autonomously learns scheduling policies on multiple

application domains (Figure 5 vs. Figure 8, attaining

an order of magnitude speedup vs. an exact method

(Figure 7, Figure 12).

4. Leverages a highly flexible framework that models

homogeneous robots and heterogeneous robots via

graph augmentation. Given the high expressiveness

of heterogeneous graphs, our research opens up fu-

ture opportunities in designing graph-based learning

algorithms in multi-robot research.

We also note our algorithm’s limitations. First, high-

quality expert data are required to train ScheduleNet

as the loss function assumes the experts choose the op-

timal scheduling action at each time step. Therefore,

sub-optimal expert data would likely lead to degrade

model performance. In this paper, we assume it is prac-

tical to obtain high-quality solutions for small-scale

problems where the problem complexity allows for exact

algorithms to be used. Nonetheless, we propose in future

work to investigate computational formulations of Sched-

uleNet that can explicitly reason about sup-optimality

in expert scheduling demonstrations. Second, although

ScheduleNet scales to different problem and team sizes,

we observe a performance drop when the problem scale

increases. Considering that our approach only trains on

small scale problems, applying the learned representa-

tion to large scale problems, we propose further explo-

ration into fine-tuning and transfer learning methods for

improving the performance of ScheduleNet as problem

sizes increases. Another limitation is that ScheduleNet

assumes task durations to be deterministic and known

a priori. Task performance in the real world is subject

to many sources of uncertainty or randomness (Pinedo,

2012), such as machine breakdowns, unexpected releases

of high priority jobs, or uncertainty in the processing

times. Although the speedup of ScheduleNet vs. exact

methods allows us to dynamically re-schedule in a timely

manner in response to unexpected disturbance during

execution, we propose to extend our approach to reason

about stochasticity in task completion times to ensure

robust schedule execution.

10 Conclusion

We presented a novel heterogeneous graph attention

network model, called ScheduleNet, to learn a scalable

policy for multi-robot task allocation and scheduling

problems. By introducing robot- and proximity-specific

nodes into the simple temporal network that encodes

the temporal constraints, we obtained a heterogeneous

graph structure that is nonparametric in the number

of tasks, robots and task resources. We showed that

the model is end-to-end trainable via imitation learn-

ing with expert demonstrations, and generalizes well to

large, unseen problems. Empirically, we showed that our

method outperformed existing state-of-the-art methods

in a variety of testing scenarios involving both homo-

geneous robot teams and heterogeneous robot teams.

Future research includes incorporating reinforcement

learning algorithms for fine-tuning ScheduleNet on large

problems for potential performance gain, extending the

model to allow scheduling mixed human-robot teams,

as well as deploying the trained network in a real-world

scenario.
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